Politics and the meat puppet theatre.
The main effect sought which cuts the hamstrings of man and assures he is hobbled and
unable to ascend but must only crawl, is division of the race against itself. If the right
hand spends its energies wrestling the left, what remains of the once copious energies
spent, which are so ill used? Little indeed! Politics are the trick supreme, the finest
example, except for the divisive trick extraordinaire which is our crooked monetary
system and its inflatable, interest producing non-existent fiat money. (I must also
mention the silly notion of 'race' itself which is truly comedic in its unimportance, and
twice tragic in the scope of its harm under the concurrent influences of insecurity and
compensatory pride).
Politics takes the form of theatre, where two actors, red and blue, who both accept their
salary from the same host of players, the big industrialists, the pharmaceutical giants, the
arms makers and the rest that also comprise the lobbies which hand out cash, favors and
influence so as to create the laws (see the drug companies' role controlling research
funding and publication in Future’s Mirror), these same exact interests who create our
laws by way of money and influence within the system of government, pay for both
campaigns. So, both parties work for the same people, and THOSE forces which fund
both parties, are the ones who fund and so create our laws–––These forces are the real
government, the Military Industrial Complex which is in fact united indistinguishably
with government along with finance and of course, capitol.
As both sides are serving the same master, we know instantly the farce we see is theatre!
But this is a special sort of theatre, much as the ancient Roman games, the ultimate
distraction to quell unrest and allow other matters to unfold unnoticed: Meat Puppet
Theatre! I will allow it to work, and show you how effective it is. I will give in, and
react. That is key. One is controlled in this system, with one's reactions. Observe how a
system run by one master, so necessarily with one result (war) no matter who one elects,
can effectively divide the populous. I will play my part as a fool, and you may see it
work.
“Since Donald Trump has been in office we have seen one inhumane idiotic atrocity after
the next. He has allowed with a stroke of his filthy pen: 1. The use of leg hold traps on
wildlife, an inhumane practice banned in the 1940s; 2. The drowning and killing of wolf
pups in the den; 3. The killing of hibernating bears in the den; 4. Seismic blasting which
will deafen and tortuously kill marine life of many sorts, leaving them to die a slow
death; 5. He has reduced pollution regulations so one fifth more toxic metals and
pollutants of toxic constituency may be dumped into the waterways. 6. His record on
human rights is wretched, he has given the Police, the brutal force akin to the brown
shirts, these menacing idiots who are the supreme criminals, the 'President' has given
them military gear, and also, the 'attorney general' has empowered these thugs and
strange sadists, believe you me they are that…handcuffs will be applied and dogs set on
you if you are black, these criminal bastards he gives rights to seize property without due
process, and keep it! 7. Trump has threatened to CUT DOWN the last old growth forest
in Alaska!! 8. He has threatened to Drill for Oil in precious protected areas! This will

kill wildlife, each and every one of which is more precious and valuable than a piece of
criminal filth such as he!”
These reactions are meat puppet theatre, and serve a purpose. The conservative/liberal
divide is a massive fake, both sides are run from below decks––Follow The Money! So,
as I am ranting and looking here, so upset over a few crimes against nature, a few
wretched things and beautiful creatures killed, a few meat puppets slaughtered in the
theatre: They are doing something MUCH WORSE! I have been fooled by participating
in the spectacle as I should, fooled to rant over a small crime: I have been distracted.
What are a few hundred thousand Americans poisoned with a 20 percent increase in
industrial waste, or a few innocent animals or sacred trees killed or cut down?…it is a
matter of perspective. They are but a smear of chum in the water to attract sharks,
something I am to bite upon, a speck of meat and ugly spectacle meant to distract, no
more.
While I was looking at this small ugliness, a tiny sacrifice of meat to distract––They were
surreptitiously poisoning and irradiating the entire biome!
What else is held in secret, what else is protected by the spectacle of small crimes and
tiny differences which are politics? It is this which we all must ask.
There are no liberal or conservative politics. Only meat puppet theatre. Let us all look
away from the puppet show and toward the puppeteer, as one human community––and
cease to be so stupid as to be fooled.
The puppeteer:
Kevin Shipp reveals the true criminal US governmental structure.
The true “Beast,” the degenerate assemblage which is our actual government exposed:
Kevin Shipp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHbrOg092GA
––Rich Norman

